Dakar 2013: the race sets off. Iveco and FPT Industrial sponsor
Team De Rooy
The 2013 edition of the Dakar set off Saturday 5 January from Lima, Peru.
Considered the most famous truck rally in the world, garnering millions of
followers each year, the Dakar sees vehicles from the most important
European and Asian manufacturers challenge one another through intense,
off-road conditions. The race spans 15 days, crossing Peru, Argentina and
Chile.
Iveco and FPT Industrial are sponsoring Team Petronas De Rooy Iveco
from the Netherlands for the Dakar 2013. Renewing a partnership that led
to major successes in the 2012 edition, Iveco and FPT Industrial have
supplied Team De Rooy with vehicles, engines and spare parts.
Dakar 2013 marks the third year Iveco and FPT Industrial have partnered
with Team De Rooy, first making their début together at the 2011 Morocco
Rally. They cooperated once again this past October at the 2012 Morocco
Rally where team drivers Gerard de Rooy and Miki Biasion respectively
placed first and second in the special truck category.
The vehicles
The Team Petronas De Rooy Iveco will compete at Dakar 2013 with two
4x4 Iveco New Trakkers (Evolution 3) produced in Spain, two 4x4 Iveco
Trakkers (Evolution 2) and one Iveco Powerstar, a vehicle produced and
sold by Iveco in Australia. All the vehicles are equipped with FPT
Industrial’s Cursor 13 engines, which generate up to 840 horsepower. The
vehicles are also equipped with three rally seats with 6-point safety belts
and a roll-over protection bar.
The New Trakker model is an off-road, quarry site vehicle featuring a
completely renewed cab. The new cab is designed to improve on board
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driver comfort with elements that are recognised as essential for vehicle
safety and productivity.
The vehicle is capable of operating on challenging, off-road terrains such
as those the drivers are facing in South America. The vehicle’s FPT
Industrial Cursor engines ensure high power and resistance. Its main
characteristic is its strength: each individual component, starting from the
high yield limit steel frame, guarantees long lasting performance. The New
Trakker also features ergonomic and high performance ZF gearboxes
which range from the manual 9-speed and 16-speed Ecosplit gearboxes,
equipped with a servo-shift system to the automatic Eurotronic 12-speed
and 16-speed gearboxes with a gear selector built into the steering column
stalk which improves driving comfort.
The Dakar 2013 edition provides Iveco with a further opportunity to deploy
and examine the performance and reliability of its products in extraordinary
circumstances as each vehicle is put through its paces in extreme action.
The drivers
The first vehicle, an Iveco Powerstar, sleeper cab version, is being driven
by 32-year-old team leader Gerard de Rooy, winner of the Dakar 2012. The
second vehicle, an Iveco New Trakker Evolution 3 day cab version, is
driven by Dutch rally driver Hans Stacey.
The third vehicle, an Iveco Trakker Evolution 2 day cab version, is driven by
Italian driver Miki Biasion, a Dakar veteran who has previously competed
three times in the race car category and four times in the truck category.
The fourth vehicle, an Iveco New Trakker Evolution 3 day cab version is
driven by team-newcomer René Kuipers, a seasoned motorbike and car
rally racer from the Netherlands. French driver Jo Adua, a seven-time
Dakar competitor, is driving the final rally vehicle, an Iveco Trakker
Evolution 2.
In addition to the rally trucks, there are seven support and assistance
vehicles that complete the Team Petronas De Rooy Iveco line up: five New
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Trakkers (an 8x8 truck, two 6x6 trucks, a 4x4 truck and a 6x6 camper) and
one Daily 4x4 truck.
The engines
All Iveco vehicles participating in the Dakar 2013 are equipped with FPT
Industrial Cursor 13 engines. Thanks to continuous research and
development activities, the 6 cylinder Cursor 13 adopts the most advanced
technologies available, such as a second generation heavy duty Common
Rail injection system that guarantees pressures up to 2200 bar. These
engines are capable of providing great power, fast load response and high
power density together with maximum robustness and reliability, all at low
operating costs.
To guarantee this high reliability, the FPT Industrial engines go through
several thousand hours of rigorous testing before entering the market and
are also tested in extremely challenging sports competitions such as the
Dakar.
The Dakar 2013 route
The fifth South American-hosted edition of the Dakar runs from 5 to 20
January, crossing over the continent’s west coast, spanning Peru,
Argentina and Chile. The opening ceremony picked up where the last
Dakar left off, taking place in the Peruvian capital of Lima, the same setting
of the Dakar 2012 closing ceremonies.
The start in Peru marked the first time in Dakar history that the competition
began in the middle of the desert, with the first few stages taking place
there. The other stages have taken competitors across the Andes into
Argentina where they are facing a wide range of diverse terrains. There will
be a rest day on 13 January in the town of San Miguel de Tucumán before
the race resumes for its final four stages through Chile and the dunes of the
Atacama Desert. The Dakar finale will be staged in Santiago, capital and
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home to one-third of Chile’s population. By the end of race, the competitors
will have driven a distance of over 8,000 kilometres.
Cooperation with PETRONAS Lubricants
Iveco’s historic partner PETRONAS Lubricants are once again providing
support in this adventure as it did with the test race at the 2011 Morocco
Rally. Acting as a title sponsor, PETRONAS Lubricants will supply
lubricants and functional fluids for rally and service vehicles, thereby
becoming the first technical partner to Team Petronas De Rooy Iveco.
Iveco and its commitment to sports
Iveco’s participation in the Dakar fits in with a series of important
collaborations in the world of sport. Iveco sponsors events of the Dakar
calibre not only to support its international presence, but also for the
valuable opportunity of following its products in action as they perform in
extreme situations.
Other Iveco sports initiatives include: the cooperation, established in 2009,
with MotoGP, the most important international motorbike championship
where Iveco serves as “Trucks & Commercial Vehicles Supplier” and also
sponsors the Yamaha Factory Racing Team, of which the current MotoGP
world champion, Jorge Lorenzo is a member.

All the latest news on dakar.iveco.com
The website dakar.iveco.com will be updated on a daily basis with race
results and performance stats for Team Iveco. Photos and video sent from
South America will also be posted.
The design of the website is divided into two sections. This idea reflects the
two sides of an Iveco Trakker, a heavy vehicle that is ideal for both daily
transport jobs as well as extreme off-road situations such as the Dakar. The
first section of the website profiles the New Trakker by showcasing its
technical characteristics and strong points. The second section of the
website is dedicated to the Dakar with live updates from the competition. All
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of the stages of the race are also listed along with a dedicated Team area
featuring biographies for the five competing pilots.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Rally Truck 1 – Gerard de Rooy
IVECO Powerstar
Dimensions and weights
Overall length:
Width:
Height:
Wheelbase:
Total weight:
Weight distribution front/rear:
Engine
Type:
Displacement:
Features:
Maximum power:
Maximum torque:
Transmission
Clutch:
Gearbox:
Transfer case:
Axles:
Chassis
Longitudinal sleepers:

6.800 mm
2.550 mm
3.000 mm
4.400 mm
8.600 kg empty; 9.400 kg ready to start
50% / 50%
IVECO Cursor 13
12.9 ltr.
6 cylinder line engine, 24 valves,
electronic Bosch unit injectors, Holset
turbo
840 hp @ 2200 rpm (600 kW @ 2200
rpm)
3600 Nm @ 1200 rpm
Single plate, diameter = 430 mm
ZF 16S221OD, red. 11,54 – 0,84 : 1,
version: with servo shift
ZF-Steyr VG1600/300, red. 0,89 : 1,
version: without differential
SISU driven front and rear axle with CTIS
tyre in- and deflation system.
Ladder-type frame with high-tension steel
(KF600); dimension 260x75x6 without
inner reinforcement
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Front axle suspension:
Rear axle suspension:

Tyres:
Fuel tank:
Brakes
Type:
System pressure:
Cabin
Type:
Seats:
Cab suspension front:
Cab suspension rear:
Lighting:

L&P 3-leaf springs with 4 Donerre shock
absorbers per axle, mounted with coil
springs.
L&P 2-leaf springs with 4 Donerre shock
absorbers per axle, mounted with coil
springs, equipped with stabilizer
MICHELIN 14.00 R20 XZL
1 x SAG-Alutech tank of steel; capacity
700 ltr.
Knorr-Bremse, disc brakes, 430 x 42 mm.
8 bar
IVECO Powerstar, sleeper cab version
3 Rally seats equipped with 6-point safety
belts and a roll-over protection bar
Silent blocs
Suspended with coil springs and hydraulic
shock absorbers
Hella Xenon headlights. Hella LED rear
lights.

Rally Trucks 3 & 5 – Miki Biasion, Jo Adua
IVECO New Trakker Evolution 2
Dimensions and weights
Overall length:
Width:
Height:
Wheelbase:
Total weight:
Weight distribution front/rear:
Engine
Type:
Displacement:
Features:

7.000 mm
2.550 mm
3.200 mm
4.400 mm
8.900 kg empty; 9.700 kg ready to start
50% / 50%
IVECO Cursor 13
12,9 ltr.
6 cylinder line engine, 24 valves,
electronic Bosch unit injectors,
Holset turbo
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Maximum power:
Maximum torque:
Transmission
Clutch:
Gearbox:
Transfer case:
Axles:
Chassis
Longitudinal sleepers:
Front axle suspension:

Rear axle suspension:
Tyres:
Fuel tank:
Brakes
Type:
System pressure:
Cabin:
Type:
Seats:
Cab suspension front:
Cab suspension rear:
Lighting:

840 hp @ 2200 rpm (600 kW @ 2200
rpm)
3600 Nm @ 1200 rpm
Single plate, diameter = 430 mm
ZF 16S221OD, red. 11,54 – 0,84 : 1,
version: with servo shift
ZF-Steyr VG1600/300, red. 0,89 : 1,
version: without differential
SISU driven front and rear axle with CTIS
tyre in- and deflation system.
Ladder-type frame with high-tension
steel (KF600); dimension 260x75x6
without inner reinforcement
L&P 3-leaf springs with 4 Donerre shock
absorbers per axle, mounted with coil
springs.
L&P 2-leaf springs with 4 Donerre shock
absorbers per axle, mounted with coil
springs, equipped with stabilizer
MICHELIN 14.00 R20 XZL
1 x SAG-Alutech tank of steel; capacity
700 ltr.
Knorr-Bremse, disc brakes, 430 x 42 mm.
8 bar
IVECO Trakker, day cab version
3 Rally seats equipped with 6-point safety
belts and a roll-over protection bar
Silent blocs
Suspended with coil springs and
hydraulic shock absorbers
Hella Xenon headlights, 4 Hella Xenon
Rally F1000 FF high-beam headlamps.
Hella LED rear lights.
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Rally Trucks 2 & 4 – Hans Stacey, René Kuipers
IVECO New Trakker Evolution 3
Dimensions and weights
Overall length:
Width:
Height:
Wheelbase:
Total weight:
Weight distribution front/rear:
Engine
Type:
Displacement:
Features:

Maximum power:
Maximum torque:
Transmission
Clutch:
Gearbox:
Transfer case:
Axles:
Chassis
Longitudinal sleepers:
Front axle suspension:

7.000 mm
2.550 mm
3.200 mm
4.400 mm
8.600 kg empty; 9.400 kg ready to start
55% / 45%
IVECO Cursor 13
12,9 ltr.
6 cylinder line engine, 24 valves,
electronic Bosch unit injectors,
Holset turbo
840 hp @ 2200 rpm (600 kW @ 2200
rpm)
3600 Nm @ 1200 rpm
Single plate, diameter = 430 mm
ZF 16S221OD, red. 11,54 – 0,84 : 1,
version: with servo shift
ZF-Steyr VG1600/300, red. 0,89 : 1,
version: without differential
SISU driven front and rear axle with CTIS
tyre in- and deflation system.
Ladder-type frame with high-tension steel
(KF600); dimension 260x75x6 without
inner reinforcement
L&P 3-leaf springs with 4 Donerre shock
absorbers per axle, mounted with coil
springs.
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Rear axle suspension:

L&P 2-leaf springs with 4 Donerre shock
absorbers per axle, mounted with coil
springs, equipped with stabilizer
MICHELIN 14.00 R20 XZL
1 x SAG-Alutech tank of steel; capacity
700 ltr.

Tyres:
Fuel tank:
Brakes
Type:
System pressure:
Cabin:
Type:
Seats:

Knorr-Bremse, disc brakes, 430 x 42 mm.
8 bar
IVECO Trakker, day cab version
3 Rally seats equipped with 6-point safety
belts and a roll-over protection bar
Silent blocs
Suspended with coil springs and
hydraulic shock absorbers
Hella Xenon headlights, 4 Hella Xenon
Rally F1000 FF high-beam headlamps.
Hella LED rear lights.

Cab suspension front:
Cab suspension rear:
Lighting:

TEAM PETRONAS DE ROOY IVECO

VEHICLE 1 (Iveco Powerstar) # 500
Gerard De Rooy

(NL)

Pilot

Tom Colsoul

(B)

Navigator

Darek Rodewald (PL)

Mechanic

VEHICLE 2 (Iveco New Trakker Evo 3) # 504
Hans Stacey

(NL)

Pilot

Detlef Ruf

(D)

Navigator

Bernard der Kinderen

(NL)

Mechanic
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VEHICLE 3 (Iveco New Trakker Evo 2) # 507
Miki Biasion

(I)

Pilot

Umberto Fiori

(I)

Navigator

Michel Huisman

(NL)

Mechanic

VEHICLE 4 (Iveco New Trakker Evo 3) # 514
Renè Kuipers

(NL)

Pilot

Moi Torrallardona

(E)

Navigator

Peter van Eerd

(NL)

Mechanic

VEHICLE 5 (Iveco New Trakker Evo 2) # 519
Jo Adua

(F)

Pilota

Ferran Marco Alcayna

(E)

Navigatore

Marc Torres Sala

(E)

Meccanico

Iveco
Iveco, a Fiat Industrial company, designs, manufactures and markets a wide range
of light, medium and heavy commercial vehicles, off-road trucks, city and intercity
buses and coaches as well as special vehicles for applications such as firefighting,
off-road missions, defence and civil protection. Iveco employs close to 25,000
individuals globally. It manages production sites in 11 countries throughout Europe,
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Asia, Africa, Oceania and Latin America where it produces vehicles featuring the
latest advanced technologies. 5,000 sales and service outlets in over 160 countries
guarantee technical support wherever an Iveco vehicle is at work.

FPT Industrial
FPT Industrial is a company of Fiat Industrial dedicated to the design, production
and sale of powertrains for on/off-road vehicle, marine and power generation
applications. The company employs approx. 8,000 persons worldwide, in 10 plants
and 6 R&D Centres. The FPT Industrial’s sales network consists of 100 dealers
and over 1,300 service centres in about 100 countries. A wide range of products (5
engine ranges from 37 up to 640 kW, and transmissions with maximum torque
from 300 up to 500 Nm) and a close focus on R&D activities, make FPT Industrial
a world leader in industrial powertrains.

Turin, 5 January 2013
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